Abstract-The TechSat2 1 space-based radar employs a cluster of free-floating satellites, each of which transmits its own orthogonal signal and receives all reflected signals. The satellites operate coherently at X-band. The cluster forms essentially a multi-element interferometer with a concomitant large number of grating lobes and significant ground clutter. A novel technique for pattern synthesis in angle-frequency space with thinned arrays, combined with reduced order space-time processing, was presented by us at the 200 1 IEEE Aerospace Conference, along with some preliminary results. We now give a full evaluation of this technique and its effectiveness in clutter suppression.
INTRODUCTION
The use of large spatially thinned arrays for space-based radar detection of slowly moving ground targets is considered. The TechSat2 1 space-based radar concept employs a cluster of free-floating satellites, each transmitting its own orthogonal signal and receiving all reflected signals, similar to the French RIAS system [l] . The satellites operate coherently at X-band (3 cm wavelength). The cluster forms a large, multi-element interferometer with narrow beamwidth and concomitant large number of grating lobes and significant ground clutter. Other approaches to thinned, space based radar antennas [2] have not considered arrays of free-floating satellites.
A novel technique for pattern synthesis in anglefrequency space with thinned arrays was introduced by us at the 2001 EEE Aerospace Conference [3] . However, at that time, only preliminary results for limited system parameters were available, and several aspects were left open.
In this paper, we first motivate our approach, which is based on a thinned periodic array and a carefully selected pulse repetition frequency, combined with 'separable' (sequential) space-time processing. For an M-element array followed by an N-pulse Doppler filter thus there are M+N degrees of fieedom available for signallclutter optimization. We then evaluate the effectiveness of our separable space-time processing for clutter suppression, and compare it with the effectiveness of fully general space-time processing.
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
Detection of a slowly moving ground target from a moving radar is based on the difference of the Doppler frequencies of the target return and the ground clutter. The situation is depicted in Fig. 1 , where the ground clutter ridge C, , , , is the return from one range bin illuminated by the antenna main beam and sidelobes. The different angular parts of the range bin generate an extended Doppler spectrum, since they have radial velocities that vary with azimuth angle cp, as seen from the radar. A moving target in the antenna main beam appears as a spike in the angle-Doppler domain. To separate the target return from the clutter ridge clearly requires a narrow antenna main beam and a narrow Doppler filter bandwidth, or equivalently, a minimum aperture dimension A and coherent integration time T. These can be shown to be where vtarget is the radial target speed, vradar the radar along track speed, and h the radar wavelength. Sampling the aperture A at h/2 spacing leads to a total number of spatial samples (array elements) 
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Similarly, over the time T, the total number of temporal samples
since the minimum temporal sampling rate equals twice the highest Doppler fiequency 2 vdarl A.
It is interesting to note that the total numbers of spatial and temporal samples are equal, and that they are determined solely by the ratio of V~~~, / V ,~~~, , independent of the radar fkequency. However, for slowly moving targets viewed fiom space these numbers are large. For example, a target speed vbZe, = 2.2 m / s (8 km/hour) and a low Earth orbit radar speed vdap = 7500 m / s leads to NA= NF lo4 corresponding to a (linear) array with 10000 elements that generates 10' space-time samples at each range sample for unambiguous azimuth-Doppler processing. The narrow beamwidth and long processing times can slow the search rate of such a radar system and the large number of spacetime samples present a substantial signal processing requirement. Thus there is a strong motivation for reducing the number of samples, i.e. for spatial and temporal undersampling. A spatially undersampled or thinned array maintains the narrow beamwidth necessary for slow moving target detection but introduces excess clutter associated with the lost sidelobe control. Basically, thinning can be periodic or random, which leads to very different sidelobe structures and received clutter Doppler spectra, as seen in Fig. 2 . As reference, the clutter spectrum corresponding to a fully filled array is shown. It decreases monotonically away fiom the main beam, corresponding to the continuous decrease of the sidelobe envelope. Further shown is the spectrum corresponding to a periodically thinned array, whose grating lobes generate a periodic spectrum. Here the clutter is concentrated to relatively high, narrow spectral bands with low clutter regions between. Finally, there is shown the ensemble average clutter spectrum for a randomly thinned array. The clutter power is concentrated at a Doppler fiequency corresponding to the main beam pointing direction with a bandwidth that is comparable to that produced by the fully filled array. Outside the main beam, the power is uniform at a level proportional to UN2, where N is the number of elements in the array. A single realization of the randomly thinned array is also shown by the dotted curve. The periodically thinned array is preferred since between the harmonic spectral lines, the power spectrum of the clutter is smaller than for the random array, permitting better target detectability. In addition, it is compatible with temporal periodic undersampling of this power spectrum. Selecting a sampling fiequency (pulse repetition fiequency) related to the harmonic spectral lines results in aliased overlap of the spectral lines, which retains the relatively low clutter power between the spectral lines. Fig. 3 illustrates this point. It shows the power spectrum of a periodically thinned array along with the power transfer function of a 3-pulse binomial canceller, and the resultant uniform residual clutter at the output of the cancellation filter. The array signal processing considered here involves an array beam former followed by a Doppler filter and is denoted as 'separable' processing, since it performs spatial and temporal processing independently. Figure 4 illustrates this separable processing. It is considerably simpler than general space-time processing, where each space-time sample is individually weighted and summed.
This basic approach of a thinned periodic array with a 'tuned' pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and separable processing was applied to the TechSat21 radar system. 
APPLICATION TO TECHSAT21
Cluster configurations are governed by orbital mechanics, scan -3OO -60° off broadside i.e. Kepler's equations. Linearization for small motions around a reference point in a global circular orbit leads to the Hill equations, derived in 1878, alternatively named Clohessy-Wiltshire equations, who rederived them in 1960 [4] . These equations constrain the satellites to move either linearly along track or to local orbits around the reference point, such that their projections on a vertical plane form 2: 1 ellipses.
Our proposed TechSat configuration consists of a vertical, planar 19-element array as shown in Figure 5 . The vertical orientation allows looking toward both sides equally well and gives the higest gain at maximum range. The array configuration, with one central element and six elements on each of three concentric 2:1 ellipses, realizes a periodic triangular grid. During each Earth orbit the elements rotate one full cycle along their respective ellipses but maintain a triangular grid (the ellipse major axes remain parallel to the circular orbit). The triangular lattice is the key to our approach since it generates grating lobes that are highly periodic in angle, and, from further analysis, periodic in Doppler spectrum as well.
The rotation of the array around its center, which continuously changes the grating lobe structure, is a complication, since it requires a corresponding 'tuning' of the PRF. Another complication is due to the curvature and rotation of the Earth. However, since each satellite element is assumed to have a 2m square aperture at X band, only a relatively small angular sector of the Earth is illuminated and the grating lobes and Doppler frequencies experience nearly the same linear shift, as shown by numerical analysis. Figure 6 illustrates the ground clutter power spectrum resulting from the 19-element Techsat21 array viewing the Earth through a conical (constant range) pattern cut. These representative results correspond to a satellite array nominal altitude of 850 km in an orbital plane inclined 70" relative to the equator, with satellites positioned 45" above the equator and with a look down angle of 45". Even though the array is pointed broadside to the orbital plane, the center frequency of the the spectrum is approximately 10 kHz due to Earth rotation. The envelope of the grating lobe pattern is due to the twoway satellite array pattern. grating lobes does not decrease monotonically as with a &ifo&ly illuminated linear array. This is due to the effective amplitude modulation imposed by the two dimensional, vertical aperture. "filter" is the power transfer function of the canceller; "clutter 'in"' and "clutter 'out"' represent clutter power spectrum at the input and output of the canceller (N=13).
For moving target indication, the clutter spectral lines are suppressed by an N-pulse canceller, implemented simply as a 2, 3 or 4 pulse canceller (i.e. a binomial canceller or cascaded 2 pulse cancellers) depending on the aliased grating lobe bandwidth using desampled radar data. N represents the total number of pulses acquired during a coherent cancellation dwell, with N=13 corresponding to a four pulse canceller implemented with every fourth pulse received. We have managed to reduce the clutter residue to a fairly uniform level across the whole Doppler band, as is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The canceller weights were chosen deterministically using only knowledge of the Doppler frequencies and spectral width of the aliased grating lobes but without knowledge of other details of the clutter spectrum at the input. 
OPTIMIZATION OF SEPARABLE SPACE-TIME PROCESSING
Our proposed approach for separable space-time processing has M receive element weights a,,, and N filter weights w,,
PERFORMANCE OF THE ROTATING ARRAY
The above examples were all given for the elliptical array at an array rotation angle cpa=O", i.e. the situation shown in Fig. 5 with five elements on the major axes of the ellipses. This represents the best periodic case. However, during one Earth orbit, the array rotates 360" around its center and changes its triangular grid and thus its grating lobe structure. Therefore we also evaluated performance for other array rotation angles qa, over the range 0 I cpa I 30" in 5" increments, after which the array configuration repeats due to symmetry.
(see Fig 4) , which in the-examples above were-chosen corresponding to a maximum gain array, (i.e. a,,,=l), and to a classical N-pulse canceller, (i.e. w,=binomial coefficients), respectively. However, these weights can be chosen so as to maximize the S/C improvement factor. Optimizing either the weights a,, or the weights w, leads to a ratio of quadratic forms in terms of these weights, which has a well-known maximum solution [5] .
We have performed such computations for various filter orders and the array rotation angles, cpa=Oo and cpa=5", which represent best and worst cases, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . We note that array optimization is considerably more effective than filter optimization. Also,
We found that we can always select a basic pulse repetition fkequency that leads to signal to clutter (S/C) improvement factors around 25 Fig. shows these apparently the N-pulse canceller matches optimum factors and the corresponding pRFs that maximize weighting for low filter orders (2-4 pulses) but degrades for to clutter. Here S/C improvement was defined as S/C at the higher orders. This is because the deterministic weights place nulls only over the dominant Doppler lines. Once these frrst order contributors have been suppressed to a uniform level, additional nulls at these locations will not improve the processing gain. Optimized weights, however, continue to null second order contributors, so performance improves, although slowly. 
COMPARISON WITH GENERAL SPACE-TIME PROCESSING
Finally, for reference, we compare separable processing with the ultimate case of space-time optimal processing (STOP), where each array element is followed by an individual Doppler filter. In contrast to separable processing which employs M+N degrees of fieedom, STOP employs MxN degrees of fieedom. Perfoming an analysis as before, but now based on the full space-time clutter covariance matrix, leads to the results shown also in Fig. 9 . The additional degrees of fieedom clearly give superior improvement factors. When the number of pulses exceeds 3, the curves are noise liiited.
Our separable approach is critically based on a periodic array and a 'tuned' PRF. An interesting question therefore is, whether the flexibility of general space-time processing can relieve this requirement for array periodicity.
To explore this question, we added random errors to the element location, such that they were distributed uniformly within a square 5 m box in the orbital plane and centered at the desired points, and recomputed the SIC improvement factors, assuming that the errors were known by independent measurements. The results for two sample cases are shown in Fig. 10 . Clearly even the general STOP solution benefits from a periodic array lattice. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have considered a 'separable' system architecture for TechSat2 1, where a planar M-element array is followed by a single N-pulse Doppler filter, and have evaluated some processing alternatives for their effectiveness in clutter suppression. An attractive feature of this architecture is that it allows simple, multi-pulse MTI processing and adaptive antenna pattern control. The limited number of degrees of fieedom, M+N, require a relatively low computational load General space-time processing offers substantially improved signavclutter ratios. However, it employs a much larger number of degrees of fieedom, MxN, and may be associated with a computational load that is difficult to realize. Synthesis techniques for thinned apertures on transmit and receive, and the trade between performance and processing complexity merit further study.
An interesting conclusion is that a periodic array lattice apparently allows for significantly better clutter suppression than a non-periodic lattice, independent of the particular space-time processing scheme.
